The free rider problem is one of the most well studied problems in economics. The solution proposed mainly is punitive in order to deter people from free riding. In this work we introduce quantum strategies and also study the problem by using the mathematical structure of 1D Ising model in the infinite player limit. We observe that for maximum entanglement the quantum strategy is always the equilibrium solution, i.e., the strategy chosen by majority of the players independent of the payoffs, solving the free rider problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
In economics, the Public goods game is a standard to study how to generate cooperative behavior. Usually in Public goods game, a resource is produced which is perfectly shareable, and once produced can be utilized by all in a community. In a community the number of members are quite large and thus, can be taken as infinite or the thermodynamic limit. Further, since the resource is a public good people have less of an incentive to provide than to free ride, the so called free rider problem. Usually, this problem in the thermodynamic limit is tackled numerically [1] . However, in a recent work [2] the classical two player Public goods was extended to the thermodynamic limit and solved analytically. In this letter, the similarity between 1D Ising model and game theory in the thermodynamic limit, as established in Refs. [2] [3] [4] is used to try and find out the equilibrium strategy for the quantum public goods game in the thermodynamic limit.
We use the same technique as used in Refs. [2] [3] [4] , where sites are replaced by players and the spin states at each site are analogous to the player's strategic choices. Similar to Ising model, magnetization in the thermodynamic limit of a game is defined as the difference in fraction of players choosing strategy, say s 1 over s 2 . We first review the analogies between two spin Ising Hamiltonian and a two player game and then their extend it to the thermodynamic limit. The Public goods game is then quantized using Eisert's scheme [5] and the payoffs corresponding to the strategies be it quantum or classical are calculated. The quantum public goods game is then extended to the thermodynamic limit by considering the strategies quantum versus classical, i.e., quantum versus provide or quantum versus free ride. We see that for the quantum public goods game, quantum and provide are equally possible. Further, when quantum goes against free ride, an interesting feature emerges, for the maximally entangled case, the majority always choose the quantum strategy and don't free ride, independent of the payoffs. We also * colin.nano@gmail.com check the behavior of quantum Nash equilibrium as the amount of entanglement in a site is changed.
This letter is organized as follows-in section IA, we explain the 1D Ising model and the connection between a two spin Ising Hamiltonian and the payoffs of a classical two-player two-strategy game as was done in Ref. [6] . The thermodynamic limit of the game is also defined as was done in Refs. [2, 4] . Next, the Public goods game is quantized using Eisert's scheme [5] and the Nash equilibrium strategy is calculated for the quantum Public goods game. We plot the difference in the fraction of players choosing a particular strategy versus the entanglement γ at a particular site and observe phase transitions. Interestingly, we find that in the quantum public goods games when the entanglement between the players in a particular site is maximal, the overwhelming majority of players choose the quantum strategy independent of the payoffs.
A. Mapping classical game payoffs to Ising parameters
In statistical physics, 1D Ising model[7] represents a system of spins arranged on a line which can be in either of two states −1 (down-spin:↓) or +1 (up-spin:↑) and only interact with their nearest neighbors. The 1D Ising Hamiltonian is given as-
J denotes the spin-spin coupling, h represents the applied magnetic field and the spins are represented by σ's while i denotes the site index. Using Hamiltonian Eq. (1), one can derive the Magnetization which ism = sinh(βh)
An 1D Ising system with two spins can be mapped to a two player game as has been shown in Refs. [3, 6] . The payoffs for two player game can be written in matrix form arXiv:1808.05149v3 [quant-ph] 24 Aug 2018 as-
wherein U (s i , s j ) denotes the payoff function and a, b, c, d denote payoffs for row player while a , b , c , d denote the payoffs for column player. s 1 and s 2 represent the strategic choices made by the two players. Following on from Refs. [2, 3, 6] , the Ising game matrix is defined as the energy states of the two site Ising chain-
with s 1 , s 2 being the spin states at the two sites. The players are analogous to the sites whereas their strategic choices are analogous to spins in Ising model. One can map Eq. (4) to Eq. (3) and then get J, h in terms of a, b, c, d, thus going to the thermodynamic limit of the game, since the Magnetization for the infinite site 1D Ising model is derived in terms of the Ising parameters J, h. Thus for the game matrix in the infinite site (or thermodynamic) limit, the spin-spin coupling J and external magnetic field h are given as-
in terms of payoffs of a general two player game. The magnetization, i.e., the difference in average number of players choosing strategy s 1 against the average number of players choosing s 2 , from Eq. (2) in the thermodynamic limit with J and h, as in Eq. (5) can then be written as-
Decreasing β (implies increasing temperature) in Ising model increases the disorderness in orientation of the spins. Thus, decreasing β in the magnetization of game theory, Eq. (2) increases randomness in a player's strategic choices. For connecting quantum public goods game with 1D Ising model we proceed as follows. We first quantize the classical Public goods game and then remodel the 1D Ising spin chain incorporating entanglement at each site.
II. PUBLIC GOODS GAME
The Public goods game or the "free rider problem" is a social dilemma game [8, 9] . In the two player Public goods game, the "public good" is produced by either player alone by paying the entire cost of the good or both of the players pay for half of the good. The payoffs for the cooperators (provider) and defectors (free rider) [3, 8] are given as-
where c is the cost of the good, k denotes the multiplication factor of the "public good", N denotes the number of players in the group (in the two player Public goods game, N = 2), and n c denotes the number of cooperators in the group. The punishment p is introduced such that whenever a player defects or free rides he has an additional negative payoff given by −p. Thus, the payoff matrix can be written as is-
where r, c, p > 0. As we can see from the payoff matrix Eq. (8), when r > c/2 − p, then cooperation or provide is the Nash equilibrium but when r < c/2−p then defection or free riding is the Nash equilibrium. When p = 0, the above game Eq. (8) reduces to Public goods game without punishment.
A. Mapping quantum public goods game payoffs to Ising parameters
To quantize the classical two player Public goods game, we use the scheme proposed by Eisert, et. al., see [5] in the context of Prisoner's dilemma. The two players are represented by two qubits while the strategies they adopt are represented by the state of the qubits. The cooperation or provide strategy is represented as |0 while defect or free ride strategy is represented as |1 . Entanglement in the game is introduced by an operator L which entangles the state of the qubits. L is given by-
with γ representing the amount of entanglement between qubits. γ = 0 implies no entanglement while γ = π/2 defines a maximally entangled state at each site. Thus, the initial state after action of L on |00 is given as- 
The final state which results from the action of disentanglement operator L † and the unitaries O(θ i , φ i ), i = A, B
representing the strategies of players/qubits A and B is-
The classical Public goods game payoffs are given in Eq. (8) . The payoffs for players A and B are then calculated using the classical Public goods game payoffs as-
The provide operation is defined by identity matrix as in Eq. 9, while free ride is defined by X. The quantization procedure allows us to introduce the quantum strategy given by Q = iZ = O(0, π/2). The new payoff matrix including the quantum strategy is-
wherein α1 = 2r cos 2 (γ)−p sin 2 (γ), α2 = r − c 2 cos(2γ)− p sin 2 (γ) and α3 = r + c 2 cos(2γ) − p cos 2 (γ). For maximally entangled state, γ = π 2 , the payoff matrix taking reward:r = 1, cost c = 4 and punishment p = 0, i.e., quantum public goods game without punishment is-
The Nash equilibrium for the quantum public goods game without punishment, as seen from Eq. (12) for maximal entanglement is (f reeride, f reeride). On the other hand, the payoff matrix for quantum public goods game with punishment, taking reward r = 1, cost c = 4 and punishment p = 1, for maximal entanglement is-
The Nash equilibrium for the quantum public goods game with punishment, as seen from Eq. (13) for maximal entanglement is (Q, Q). Remarkably, in the next section we will see that regardless of punishment in the thermodynamic limit, quantum is the equilibrium solution.
III. QUANTUM PUBLIC GOODS GAME IN THE THERMODYNAMIC LIMIT
We extend the two player Quantum Public goods game, discussed in the previous section, to the thermody-namic limit via a mapping to the Ising model as discussed in section IA. We use a similar approach as in Ref. [9] wherein each Ising site consists of an entangled pair and different sites interact via classical couplings J. In Fig. 1 , a schematic diagram is shown where at each site a two player quantum Public goods game is played. In classical Ising model, the applied magnetic field h aligns the spins onto a specific orientation, similarly in quantum public goods game in the thermodynamic limit, h plays the role of an external parameter which creates a bias in player's choices for the infinite-site(thermodynamic limit) quantum game. Since, in Ising model the sites can have only two states, we have each player in a game with access to either a classical or quantum strategy, see Eq. (9) . We solve for the thermodynamic limit of the game and find the magnetization Eq. (2) when classical and quantum strategies are adopted at each site. As was argued in Ref. [9] , and since we want to investigate the classical strategies versus quantum, we break Eq. (11) into two separate 2 × 2 games and first analyze quantum versus provide strategy and then the quantum versus free ride strategy.
Quantum versus Provide
As discussed in section I A we calculate the magnetization for the case when players can choose either quantum (Q = iZ) or provide (C = I) strategies. Thus, the payoffs from Eq. (11) for the row player (the column player's payoffs can be deduced from Eq. (11) is-
From the payoff matrix, it can be inferred that there are two Nash equilibrium-both choose provide or both choose quantum. To make the connection with Ising game matrix, see Eq. (4), we transform the matrix as given above using the method explained in section 1A, thus J = (2r+p) sin 2 (γ) 2 and h = 0. The magnetization then is-
As we can see for the thermodynamic limit of quantum public goods game when the players have access to quantum or provide strategies, the players equally choose between quantum and provide strategy. This is similar to the two player version.
Quantum versus Free ride
As discussed in section I A we calculate the magnetization for the case when players make either quantum (Q = iZ) or free ride (f reeride = X) as their strategic choices. The payoff matrix in this case is given by-
The Nash equilibrium in this case as can be seen from Eq. (16) depends on γ. For r > c 2 cos(2γ) − p sin 2 (γ), the Nash equilibrium is both players choosing quantum. However, when r < c 2 cos(2γ) − p sin 2 (γ), the Nash equilibrium is both players choosing to free ride or defect. As derived in section 1A, the Ising parameters further are J = 0 and h = r− c 2 cos(2γ)+p cos 2 (γ) 2
. The magnetization is thenm = sinh(βh)
, or, m = tanh(β( r − c 2 cos(2γ) + p cos 2 (γ) 2 )). (17) The quantum strategy reduces to the provide or cooperation strategy when γ = 0 for Public goods game with punishment. Thus, for γ = 0, Magnetization from Eq. (17) is-
which is the same equation for the classical Public goods game with punishment in the thermodynamic limit as was derived in Ref. [2] . A phase transition for the quantum Public goods game with punishment would occur whenr − c 2 cos(2γ) + p cos 2 (γ) = 0, i.e., cos 2 (γ) = 2r + c 2(c − p) . From Eq. (18) the phase transition occurs at γ = cos −1 (1 + 2)/4 = π/6 (for r = 1, c = 4 and p = 0) as can be clearly seen from Fig 2. From Fig 3, we see that as the punishment p increases for all values of γ, the majority of population would always choose quantum. Further, it should be noted from Eq. (17) that the magnetization always comes out to be non-negative when γ = π/2 independent of payoffs in Eq. (8) as for Public goods game r > 0. Thus, independent of the reward, cost or punishment, majority of the players always opt for the Quantum strategy. From Fig 2, it can be inferred that when β increases and the Magnetization is positive, the fraction of players choosing quantum strategy also increases. However, when Magnetization is negative, the fraction of defectors increases as β increases. When β → 0, the players tend to become unbiased and equally choose both strategies.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this work was to extend the two player Public goods game to the thermodynamic limit and figure out the strategy adopted by the majority of players. We observe that in the thermodynamic limit, the provide and quantum strategy are always equi-probable and the players are unbiased towards either of the choices. However, for the case when players are allowed to choose either free ride or quantum strategy, a phase transition can be seen when the entanglement present at each site increases. Further, for the maximally entangled case, the majority of players always opt for quantum strategy and don't free ride given any cost or punishment. Thus we can with confidence conclude that when the players are allowed to opt for quantum strategy, free riding in a population decreases thereby, solving the free-riding problem in Public goods game.
